Abstract: This paper analyses a dynamical system derived from a left-invariant, drift-free optimal control problem on the Lie group SO(3) × R 3 × R 3 in deep connection with the important role of the Lie groups in tackling the various problems occurring in physics, mathematics, engineering and economic areas [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The stability results for the initial dynamics were inconclusive for a lot of equilibrium points (see [6] ), so a linear control has been considered in order to stabilize the dynamics. The analytic approximate solutions of the resulting nonlinear system are established and a comparison with the numerical results obtained via the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is achieved.
Introduction
In the last of years, the optimal control problems on the Lie groups has drawn a lot of attention. The opportunity to study a mechanical system using geometric tools have had a big success in many areas of physics (see for instance [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ), engineering [12] [13] [14] [15] and biology [16] . The left-invariant, drift-free control systems on the Lie groups belong to this class; having a Lie group as space configuration, the existence of a Hamilton-Poisson formulation is assured and therefore several powerful techniques can be employed such as the reduction of the symmetric system, the determination of the relative equilibria from a global point of view, the energy methods for studying the stability, specific methods for finding the periodical orbits, the variational integrators for greater accuracy in the numerical simulation and the geometric control theory for control problems. Using the Lie group framework of the system, the determination of the equilibria and the energy method for determining the nonlinear stability, were performed in [6] . However, the nonlinear stability of some equilibria has remained unsolved, both methods -the energyCasimir and Arnold's -being unsuccessful.
The Hamilton-Poisson systems play an important role in mathematics, geometrical mechanics and physics (classical, quantum, or relativistic) due to their deep connections to metriplectic systems and, being useful to achieve their syncronization in information security and cryptography [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In this paper, a linear control function is proposed in order to stabilize an equilibria and the analytic approximate solutions via the Optimal Homotopy Asymptotic Method (OHAM) of the controlled system are presented.
The Geometrical Framework of the Problem and the Stabilization by one Linear Control
To begin with let us introduce very briefly the leftinvariant, drift-free control system on the Lie group G = SO(3) × R 3 × R 3 considered in [6] . X = X (A1u1 + A 2 u 2 + A 3 u 3 + A 5 u 5 + A 7 u 7) ,
where X ∈ G, u i , i = 1, 9 are the controls and {A i } i=1, 9 is the standard basis of the corresponding Lie algebra g. Then, the following results hold:
Proposition 2.1. [6] -The system (1) is controllable. x 5 = x 1 x 6 − x 3 x 4 ,ẋ 6 = −x 1 x 5 + x 2 x 4 , x 7 = −x 2 x 9 + x 3 x 8 ,ẋ 8 = x 1 x 9 − x 3 x 7 ,
(2)
The main goal of this section is to establish some stability results of the equilibrium points e 
were already obtained in [6] , but the stability problem for the other equilibrium states remains unsolved. In order to stabilize the equilibrium states e MNP 8 of the system (2) we employ the linear control u ∈ C ∞ (R 9 , R)
given by so the controlled system (2)-(3) can be explicitly written: 
and the Hamiltonian function
Proof. Indeed, it is not hard to see that the dynamics (4) can be put into the equivalent form:
as required. More details about Poisson structures can be found in [21] .
Proposition 2.3. [6]
The functions C 1 , C 2 and C 3 given by:
are Casimirs of our configuration.
Let B be the matrix of linear part of our controlled system (4) , that is
At the equilibrium of interest, its characteristic polynomial has the following expression
If MP < 0, we have five zero eigenvalues and four purely imaginary eigenvalues, so we can conclude: .
Proof. Let us consider the function (see [22] for details): Then we have successively:
which is positive definite under the restriction λ > 0 and MP < 0, and so
Therefore, if MP < 0, then the equilibrium states e MNP 8 are nonlinear stable, as required.
Basic Ideas of the Optimal Homotopy Asymptotic Method
In order to find the approximate analytic solutions of the controlled system (2.4), we shall start with a brief description of this method. For an equation of the form:
subject to the initial conditions of the type:
where L is a linear operator, N is a nonlinear one and x(t) is the unknown smooth function of the Eq. (5), the approximate analytic solutions can be obtained using the third modified version of Optimal Homotopy Asymptotic Method described hereinafter (see [23] for details). Following [23, 24] we construct the homotopy given by:
where p ∈ [0, 1] is the embedding parameter, H(t, C j ), (H ≠ 0) is an auxiliary convergence-control function, depending on the variable t and on the parameters C 1 , C 2 , . . . , Cs and the function X(t, p) has the expression:
The following properties hold:
The governing equations of x 0 (t) and x 1 (t, C j ) can be obtained by equating the coefficients of p 0 and p
The expression of x 0 (t) can be found by solving the linear Eq. (11) . Also, to compute x 1 (t, C j ) we solve the Eq. (12), by taking into consideration that the nonlinear operator N presents the general form:
where m is a positive integer and h k (t) and g k (t) are known functions depending both on x 0 (t) and N. Although the Eq. (12) is a nonhomogeneous linear one in the most cases its solution can not be found.
In order to compute the function x 1 (t, C j ), we do not solve Eq. (12) but from the theory of differential equation, taking into consideration the method of variation of parameters, the method of influence function, Cauchy method, the operator method [25] , it is more convenient to consider the unknown function x 1 (t, C j ) using the following steps:
-First we consider one of the following expressions for x 1 (t, C j )
or
These expressions of H k (t, h j (t), C j ) contain both linear combinations of the functions h j and the parameters C j , j = 1, s. The summation limit m is an arbitrary positive integer number. -Next, by taking into account the Eq. (8), for p = 1, the first-order analytical approximate solution of the Eqs. (5) - (6) is:
-Finally, the convergence-control parameters C 1 , C 2 , ..., Cs, which determine the first-order approximate solution (16) , can be optimally computed by means of various methods, such as: the least square method, the Galerkin method, the collocation method, the Kantorowich method or the weighted residual method.
In what follows, we will show that the approximate analytic solution x(t, C j ) given by Eq. (16) 
Definition 3.2. [26]
We call an weak ϵ-approximate solution of the problem (5) on the domain (0, ∞) a smooth function x(t, C j ) of the form (16) which satisfies the following condition:
together with the initial condition from Eq. (6).
Analytic Approximate Solutions of the System (4) using Optimal Homotopy Asymptotic Method
We now apply the procedure described above to the nonlinear differential system given by the Eqs. (4) with the initial conditions
Considering the linear operators
where K > 0 and K 1 > 0 are unknown parameters, then the solutions of the Eq. (11) for the initial approximations x i0 , i = 1, 9 are given by:
x 50 (t) = (A 5 cos(Mt) − A 6 sin(Mt)) · e −K1t ,
x 60 (t) = (A 6 cos(Mt) + A 5 sin(Mt)) · e −K1t ,
x 80 (t) = (A 8 cos(Mt) − A 9 sin(Mt)) · e −K1t ,
By substituting Eqs. (20) into Eqs. (19), we reach the following results: 
Although the Eq. (12) is a nonhomogeneous linear one, finding its solution could be a difficult problem. In order to compute the functions x i1 (t, Bs , Cs), i = 1, 9, by the Remark 4.1 and the previous Section, the first approximation x i1 , i = 1, 9 can be written as: (17) is well-determined and its becomes:
i = 1, 9, s = 1, 8.
Numerical Examples and Discussions
The goal of this section is to prove the accuracy and the validity of the OHAM technique. We make use of the comparison of our approximate solutions with numerical results obtained via the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method in the following case, as follows: we consider the initial value problem given by the system (4) 
− Nx 4 (t) + Mx 6 (t), R 6 (t) =ẋ 6 (t) + x 1 (t)x 5 (t) − x 2 (t)x 4 (t) − Mx 5 (t), R 7 (t) =ẋ 7 (t) + x 2 (t)x 9 (t) − x 3 (t)x 8 (t) + Nx 8 (t), R 8 (t) =ẋ 8 (t) − x 1 (t)x 9 (t) + x 3 (t)x 7 (t) + Mx 9 (t) − Nx 7 (t),
with x i (t), i = 1, . . . 9, given by Eq. (23).
-For x 1 the convergence-control parameters are respectively: (︁ 225 + 400 cos(25t) )︁ .
Finally, Table 1 and Tables 2-3 (see Appendix 6 ), respectively, emphasizes the accuracy of the OHAM technique by comparing the approximate analytic solutions x 3 , x 5 and x 8 respectively presented above with the corresponding numerical integration values.
On the other hand, the approximate analytic solutions x 2 ÷ x 9 can be found in Appendix 6.
Remark 5.1. The Figures 1-9 present numerical comparisons between the analytical approximate solutions obtained by OHAM Method and numerical results obtained by Runge-Kutta 4-steps integrator. We can see that the analytical approximate solutions offer us the same numerical results as Runge-Kutta 4-steps integrator. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the stabilization of a dynamical system arising from an optimal control problem on the Lie group 
